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Present: Schwartz, Canonico, Martinelly, Murphy, Daly, DeNofa, Schuster, 

Edwards 

  Kennedy (attorney) 

             Cranmer (Engineer)  

Absent :           Ventre 

 

Vice Chairman Schwartz called the meeting to order @ 7:30 pm 

 

Salute to the flag, roll call, open public statement read 

 

Mr. DeNofa was given the Oath of Office. 

 

Minutes:   none (hold 2/3/2016 until 4/6/2016) 

 

Election of Chairman – remainder of 2016 

A motion was made by Mr. Murphy, seconded by Ms. Martinelly nominating 

Mr. Schwartz as Chairman, no other nominations. 

Roll Call: 

Affirmative: Canonico, Martinelly, Murphy, Daly, DeNofa, Schuster 

Negative: None 

 

Election of Vice Chairman – remainder of 2016: 

A motion was made by Mr. Schuster, seconded by Ms. Canonico nominating  

Ms. Martinelly as Vice Chairman, no other nominations. 

Roll Call: 

Affirmative: Schwartz, Canonico, Murphy, Daly, DeNofa, Schuster 

Negative: None 

 

 

PB Rep Report:  

Ms. Martinelly reported that the Planning Board did not have a meeting in February. 

 

Annual Report will be carried to 4/6/2016. 

 

Conflict Zoning Officer – 2016: 

A motion was made by Mr. DeNofa, seconded Ms. Martinelly to adopt the Contract as 

submitted by Mr. Thomas Thomas, Thomas Planning for 2016. 

Roll Call: 

Affirmative: Schwartz, Canonico, Martinelly, Murphy, Daly, DeNofa, Schuster 

Negative: None 

 

Correspondence: 
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Mr. Robert Shay, attorney for Shore Investments, LLC (Quick Chek) has requested to be 

carried to the April 6, 2016 due to an issue on the notice.  Mr. Shay indicated that they 

will be re-noticing for an additional use variance for the expansion of a non-conforming 

use. 

A motion was made by Mr. Daly, seconded by Mr. Murphy to carry the application of 

Shore Investments LLC (Quick Chek) as requested. 

Roll Call: 

Affirmative: Schwartz, Martinelly, Canonico, Murphy, Daly, DeNofa, Schuster 

Negative:     None 

 

 

C.S.H.  (Capitol Senior Housing) LLC:  Request for special meeting 

Bl: 3 Lot: 1 

 

Mr. Robert Podvey, Esq appeared to request a new special meeting date. 

After a discussion of what happened with the non-noticing of Shrewsbury the board 

agreed to a special meeting on March 23, 2016, he advised that all of his experts are 

available on March 23, 2016.     New notices will be served, and a special meeting 

notice will be sent out by the Board Secretary, and Mr. Podvey will provide notice to 

both Tinton Falls and Shrewsbury, and will extend the time for the board to act. 

 

A motion was made by Mr. DeNofa, seconded by Ms. Canonico authorizing the 

convening a special meeting on March 23, 2016 @ 7:00 pm for the CSH LLC, Capitol 

Senior Housing application. 

Roll Call: 

Affirmative: Schwartz, Canonico, Martinelly, Murphy, Daly, DeNofa, Schuster 

Negative: None 

 

Unfinished Business:    none  

 

New Business 

 

Massimo Motorworks:   Appeal of Zoning Officers Decision 

430 Broad St              for expansion of a non-conforming use 

Bl: 13, Lot: 9  

 

Mr. Kennedy explained to the board what the “Appeal” process is and marked the 

following into evidence: 

A-1: Non Residential Zoning Application, dated 2/15/2016 

A-2: Business License undated 

A-3: Non Residential Zoning Application, dated 11/8/2011 signed by Jerome Donlon 

A-4abc: Photos  

 

Mr. Kennedy stated that no formal notice is needed for this process. 

 

Mr. Edwards arrived at 7:49 pm  
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Mr. Bernard Reilly, Esq represented the applicant Mr. Maximiliano Bottino, Massimo 

Motorwork LLC 

 

Mr. Dave Cranmer, Zoning Officer, was sworn. 

 

Mr. Reilly explained that Mr. Bottino has been renting the building @ 430 Broad Street 

from Mr. Rassuss for approximately 4 years.  He has another shop in Long Branch where 

he also does automotive repair and inspects cars as another service which he offers, as a 

licensed operator from the State out of his Long Branch facility.  If someone wants their 

car inspected he takes the car to Long Branch where he has a machine.  Recently he had 

the opportunity to purchase another machine which he wants to install in Shrewsbury, 

eliminating the need to take the car to Long Branch for testing. 

 

Mr. Reilly stated that he needs to be licensed by the State for each facility, but he needs 

to have the approval of the town, and the Zoning Officer made the determination that this 

would be an expansion of a non-conforming use.   Mr. Reilly explained that the machine 

that Mr. Bottino will be using is as big a “suit case”.  This use will only be used for his 

customers already on site.  He feels that the Zoning Officer’s decision was a bit overly 

strict and he is requesting that the board approve this small efficient mechanical change. 

 

Mr. Maximiliano Bottino, owner of Massimo Motorworks LLC was sworn.  He testified 

that he is the owner of the shop in Shrewsbury and in Long Branch.  When he took over 

the space he fixed it up for auto repair, he does everything suspension work, brakes, pre 

inspection work, but he does not do body repair.  He is licensed from the State to do 

emissions inspections since 1999 (inspector & emission repair).  Currently the machine is 

located in Long Branch.  The machine is now a scanner, with a p.c. & keyboard and 

screen and takes 15 minutes to finish the inspection.  He explained that he was able to 

purchase another machine from someone that was going out of business.  Having the 2nd 

machine would eliminate him from travelling back and forth to Long Branch with his 

customers cars and would eliminate the possibility of an accident with his customer’s 

cars.  This service would not increase anything, it is no different than what he currently 

does, as he already offers this service to his existing customers.  It will not increase 

business on site, he does only 3-4 inspections per week. 

 

Ms. Canonico asked if he will be advertising?  Mr. Bottino said he is doing the 

inspections on site already, the inspections take 15 minutes, he doesn’t advertise for the 

use separately, this service is done on his customers that already come to his business, he 

advertises by word of mouth.   Mr. DeNofa asked if they will be posting a sign for the 

inspection service?  Mr. Bottino said no.  Mr. Reilly said that they will take that as a 

condition. 

 

Mr. Schwartz asked if he has customers coming for an inspection only?  Mr. Bottino said 

very rarely, it is mainly for his customers who are being serviced on site, he charges 

$40.00 for the service. 
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Mr. Reilly summarized and stated that adding this service would be for his existing 

customers and making the service more efficient, rather than taking the cars back and 

forth to Long Branch.   

 

Mr. Cranmer said that this is a non-conforming use, the automotive repair facilities are 

specifically prohibited in any zone in the Borough Section 94-10.2.  The Ace Auto Tops 

was a predecessor of this location for a very long time, or a preexisting non-conforming 

use, which has protections under the Statute 40:55D68, which states if you have an 

existing non-conforming use, the use is permitted to continue provided that it legally 

existed at the time of the passage of Ordinance which rendered it variant, i.e. if you are 

the owner of Ace Auto Tops and it legally existed and the Borough changed the Zoning 

Ordinance to say that it is now a prohibited use, the use stays in place, there is protection 

authorized by the Land Use Law that re-enforces the local Ordinances of 94-4.1. 

 

Mr. Cranmer stated that when he reviewed the Zoning Permit application for Massimo 

Motorworks, he then wanted to see what was there prior and there is no paper trail for 

Ace Auto Tops.  Mr. Donlon’s review of 2011 authorized the change in occupancy for 

Massimo Motorworks to occupy the same premises and preform or embody the same 

exact use that was protected by the Statue which Ace Auto Tops carried out.   

(Mr. Cranmer read the 2011 approval into the record exhibit A-3). 

 

Mr. Cranmer pointed out that Ace Auto Tops did not have an inspection facility, and was 

not licensed by the State.  Massimo wants to add what is a simply piece of equipment, 

which the testimony was that the service may not increase the number of customers that 

he has today, the benchmark of today is to compare his present use and what he wants to 

do and that is to expand the ability to perform vehicle inspections.  Mr. Cranmer feels 

that the Zoning Officer doesn’t have the jurisdiction to issue the Zoning Permit since the 

face value he would be increasing the use to include an inspection facility, clearly 

expands the Ace Auto Top use, and therefore he had to deny the permit. 

 

Mr. Schwartz asked if the 2 options would be to listen to the testimony, and decide if it’s 

within the parameters of the pre-existing non-conforming use and the board has no issue, 

or the board decides that the applicant has to come back….. Mr. Cranmer said the two 

option are to affirm the decision of the Zoning Officer and the applicant would need a use 

variance or overturn the decision of the Zoning Officer and direct him to issue a Zoning 

Permit. 

 

Mr. Reilly feels that the applicant is here for an interpretation, or interpreting whether or 

not a use variance is needed to do what he is currently do.   He feels that Mr. Cranmer has 

taken an over cautious option.  This is a pre-existing non-conforming use, it was a gas 

station 50 years and auto repair has taken place on site for 50 years.  Most of the repair 

facilities in the area operate and are licensed to do inspections, because that is the way the 

business has evolved.  The applicant is requesting permission to allow what many other 

automobile places are doing as an “accessory” to an automobile repair business.  It is not 

going to increase his business, the service is already offered, they are not expanding the 
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use, the use is already there.  Typically the expansion of a non-conforming use is 

typically where you are adding an addition to the building, it’s not adding a piece of 

equipment, and making your service more efficient.  He would ask the board to interpret 

that this is a normal or reasonable accessory part of the automotive repair business, and 

can stay in place. 

 

Mr. Murphy asked if the board can put a stipulation to restrict “hard advertising”, no sign 

stating that they offer inspections?  Mr. Cranmer said no. 

 

Mr. Schwartz said that is the issue, the board either upholds the decision of the Zoning 

Officer and they would have to go through the process or we do not uphold his decision 

and the use if fine.  Mr. Cranmer reminded the board that this process was not noticed to 

the public, and no one did have the opportunity to speak.  He feels that conditions can 

only be imposed under a variance. 

 

Ms. Canonico asked Mr. Cranmer, since Ace Auto Tops did not have “the machine”, and 

they now have to register for the machine, and no one has done that prior to Mr. Bottino?  

Mr. Cranmer said that the installation of a machine is not the litmus test as to whether or 

not this is the same use that is protected by the Statute, in his view the difference is that 

you now have a facility that was an automotive repair for 50 years, with an appointment 

and they could handle a certain number of cars in a given period of time, now you can go 

there and get your car inspected with takes 15 minutes would could increase the use on 

the site.  The previous users were not licensed by the Department of Motor Vehicles as an 

inspection stations, they need verification from the Zoning Official that the use is 

permitted.   

 

Mr. Kennedy stated that Mr. Cranmer is a cautious Zoning Officer.  At a minimum, the 

information that is being presented tonight, through and attorney, under oath is certainly a 

lot more formal and a lot more information that Mr. Cranmer gets over the phone with a 

one on one conversation.  Zoning Officer’s usually don’t want to go out of the box, 

especially if it’s a gray area, they deny it and let the board handle it.  He agrees with both 

Mr. Reilly & Mr. Cranmer, that there is a new machine that will allow them to do 

inspections, that is not the issue.  He referred to Cox “is this change or this element going 

to have any overall effect on the neighborhood and zone plan”.  Is this anything that has 

been going on or is it substantially different?  At the end of the day, the board has to 

affirm Mr. Cranmer’s decision or reverse it.  If the board affirms the decision then the 

applicant will have to return with a notice or if you reverse Mr. Cranmer’s decision and 

you authorize him to sign the Zoning Permit that’s the end of the case.   

 

Mr. Kennedy stated that if some of the board members are concerned about a condition, 

that the applicant is only going to do “x.y.z”, and it’s a binding under oath representation, 

he feels that the board can memorialize it. 
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Mr. Schwartz said that the main concern would be the intensity factor associated with the 

use, and that it would become an inspection station with cars lined up the street.  Mr. 

Reilly said that his client would agree that this use would not become an inspection 

station.  It’s done as an accessory service to his customers.  People take their cars to get 

fixed, they also have it inspected at the same time, it is a part of the business that he 

already does.  Mr. Schwartz stated that indicating that there would not be cars lined up 

would be a comfort level. 

 

Mr. De Nofa stated that the applicant doesn’t advertise for the inspections, the traffic is 

brutal there.   

 

Mr. Cranmer said that if this becomes “interpreted” as a permitted use, you may have an 

inspection station there.  Mr. Reilly said that the applicant will agree. 

 

Mr. Schuster asked if he is taking the cars that need inspection to his Long Branch site?  

Mr. Bottino said that there will be no changes, Mario around the corner does inspections.  

Mr. Murphy asked, if the board affirms the use and 10 years from now, it is a common 

thing to take your car to an inspection/gas station and the Motor Vehicles Station is gone, 

could this become an inspection station?  Mr. Cranmer said that what is being requested 

today is not what existed in the 40’s, 50’s or 60’s when this use was permitted.  The use 

existed when the Ordinance was passed, which stated that this use is no longer permitted, 

which limits the site to that use.  It’s not whether it’s ok, if this is an expansion of what 

existed when the Zoning Ordinance stated that service stations are prohibited, then this is 

an expansion, and whether we think “it or it is not” we still need to go through the 

process and they will need a use variance. 

 

Mr. Schuster stated that the average individual is not going to go to him, because it costs 

money, they will go to motor vehicle because it’s free.  Mr. Cranmer stated that if it 

increases his customer, whether it’s a service that he is providing today, has no impact on 

his decision. 

 

Ms. Martinelly asked if this came to Mr. Cranmer due to the need for the State to approve 

the inspections.  Ms. Canonico asked if the alternative would be for a notice, return back 

and restate what was said tonight but it would be a public notice.  Mr. Cranmer said that 

there would be an application for a D2 variance for the expansion of a non-conforming 

use and he would be comfortable with a survey of the property that would indicate where 

the cars park, where the cars are stored overnight, where the customer park and an 

explanation of the activities that take place on the site, the hours of operation, how many 

employees etc.  The board could then impose any reasonable conditions they felt are 

necessary to safe-guard the public well-being.  Mr. DeNofa feels that this process is an 

expense and a hardship to do what he is already doing, which he feels is a waste of time 

and money. 

 

A motion was made by Ms. Canonico, seconded by Mr. Schuster to open the meeting to 

the public.  All approved. 
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Mr. Stuart Minis, Thomas Ave was sworn.  He welcomed Maximo Motorworks to the 

neighborhood, with the inspection device. 

 

A motion was made by Mr. DeNofa, seconded by Ms. Canonico to close the meeting to 

the public.  All approved. 

 

Mr. DeNofa asked what would the motion be?  Mr. Reilly said that it is not an expansion 

of a non-conforming use, and to issue whatever permit would be necessary. 

 

Mr. Kennedy said that if the board is inclined to over-ride Mr. Cranmer’s decision, the 

motion –“under these special circumstances to reverse the Zoning Officer’s decision and 

to authorize the Zoning Officer to issue a Zoning Permit”. 

 

Mr. Kennedy asked if the use is going to increase the physical operation of the building, 

Mr. Bottino said no, and it is not going to increase the hours of operation, number of 

employees, customers, parking demand on site, no additional noise will be generated 

from the site.   

 

Mr. Kennedy stated that this is not a variance application with conditions but the board 

did talk about conditions as follows: 

 Applicant would obtain any and all State approvals and licenses which is the 

reason why the applicant is here. 

 NO advertise of that aspect  

 The inspection would only be an ancillary service  (cannot become an inspection 

facility)  -  

Mr. Cranmer has concerns on the enforcement, he feels that the board is making a 

determination that the inspection is a permitted use.  Mr. Kennedy stated that they 

are not saying that it is a permitted use only an expansion.  Mr. Murphy feels that 

if the applicant decides not to do car repair he would be able to open an inspection 

station.   

Mr. Cranmer agreed, but it is his testimony that he isn’t going to do that. 

 

Mr. Reilly explained that this is an accessory part of the repair business, which is 

clearly permitted.  This is part of the repair business, not running an inspection 

station.  Mr. Cranmer said that he will be licensed to perform inspections.  What 

would preclude any member of the public from going there?   

 

Mr. Bottino said that it would never happen that he would open an inspection 

station, this is only a service he provides to his customers. 

 

Discussion between Mr. Cranmer and board members, and the result of the 

discussion was that if Mr. Bottino abandoned this site and went to a larger site and 

another user occupies this site they could open an inspection station.   

Mr. Schuster asked if the State License would be issue only to this applicant?   

Mr. Cranmer stated that the State License is in-material. If someone put in papers 

to do this he would have to sign it.   Mr. DeNofa said that once the board says yes 
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the approval goes with land in memorium.  Mr. Cranmer said that having the 

ability to perform motor vehicle inspections is part of what occurred previously 

on this site and is protected by the Statute.   

 

Mr. Reilly said that the board can put conditions and they will abide by the 

conditions.  Mr. Cranmer said that the board is basically hearing a use variance 

case.  Mr. Reilly said no they are not doing that.  The question is if this is part of a 

repair business.  Mr. Cranmer said no it is not, the question is, is this part of what 

occurred on the site that is protected by the Statute, not if inspections are part of 

the customary repair of motor vehicles.  Mr. Reilly disagreed.  You don’t think 

about what existed in 1930 or whatever the Ordinance may have contained.  They 

didn’t have licenses issued to gas stations or repair businesses that just started  

8-10 years ago, these businesses have evolved.  This type of service is offered by 

most independent repair businesses.  They will agree to any type of condition the 

board imposes, and it will be precluded from being an inspected station.  He 

would request that this be handled with conditions that are deemed appropriate.  

The applicant would like to continue the service he is currently providing, as a 

limited accessory function of the repair business.  It will not be any kind of 

independent inspection station.  They will limit the number, if you want to 

preclude….. 

 

Ms. Canonico stated that the board cannot place any conditions.  Mr. Reilly said 

that they could.  Ms. Canonico said all the board can say tonight is “yes” you can 

do it, if they feel that Mr. Cranmer’s decision to say no is wrong or the board can 

say “no” and to come back and then the board can impose conditions.  She stated 

that Mr. Cranmer stated that the board doesn’t have control over this.   

Ms. Canonico asked, instead of a plan would the board consider just notifying the 

property owners within 200’ and come back with what has been presented 

tonight.  Mr. Cranmer said that the board has arrived at the point which will be 

reasonably imposed to safeguard the benefit of the public.  Basically we have 

heard a use variance tonight, we just are not calling it that, and now we are talking 

about conditions.  Mr. Cranmer has concerns with the possibility of sending out 

the Code Enforcement Officer to write a Violation, what is the Ordinance that 

they would be violating. 

 

Mr. Bottino explained that they, have to by law, put a sign on the building “State 

Inspection” on the outside wall of the building, facing the street.  He will not be 

advertising, he does not advertise in Long Branch, and he will not advertise in 

Shrewsbury.  He does not know of any shop that has become an inspection 

facility.  This service is only to assist his customers.  He will only be doing auto 

repair with some inspections. 
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Mr. Cranmer said his only roll here tonight is to say that he interpreted this as 

“not what existed when the Ordinance was adopted, not part of what is protected 

by the Statute.  The fact that he would have to come back and pay Mr. Reilly for 

another appearance next month, and say the same thing in front of the public that 

was noticed, then the board can consider the application, and set any conditions, 

on the expansion on the use.   

 

Mr. Bottino said that he will continue to offer the service but he will have to take 

his customers cars to Long Branch, having this service at Shrewsbury is easier. 

 

Mr. Reilly asked Mr. Kennedy if he disagrees that you cannot do a resolution and 

impose conditions or will you memorialize representations on the limitations of 

the use and if they are violated it could be enforced by the Code Enforcement 

Officer. 

 

Mr. Kennedy said that he has not done the research on putting conditions in a 

resolution that has or has not been done with public notice or done 

administratively such as this.  He would take the position that anything we always 

put in as condition #1 that the applicant has to comply with all representations & 

commitments they made during the application process.  He would intend to think 

that whatever conditions the board imposes, as long as they are reasonable and the 

applicant agrees, we put them in, whatever your decision is going to be and a 

violation of the resolution, will expose them to potential Municipal enforcement 

action. 

 

Mr. Cranmer feels that they are operating under the jurisdiction of use variance, 

bulk variance, or site plan approval, some authorization under the law.  The board 

is saying that they are going to grant this deviation from the standard subject to 

these reasonable conditions, and we are not doing that tonight. 

 

Mr. Reilly said that they are making certain representations, and you can hold 

them to those representations, and if they don’t comply with those 

representations, and the agreed conditions, then you can enforce them.  Either 

through the Code Enforcement Officer or by putting in the resolution that if the 

applicant doesn’t abide by the conditions upon notice they can notice come back 

before the board and withdraw the approval.  His client will agree to any 

conditions, the operation will not change at all. 

 

Ms. Canonico stated, Mr. Cranmer’s comment should be taken into consideration 

that it cannot become an inspection station.  Mr. Cranmer said that once its 

“grandfathered” that is part of what we are protecting as the existing non -

conforming use, if that applicant vacates the site and another comes in just to do 

inspections, we are not going to have the ability to stop it. 
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Mr. DeNofa feels that a lot of restrictions can be imposed.  Mr. Cranmer said on a 

variance application and site plan, but he doesn’t know how they would do that on 

an appeal. 

 

Mr. Kennedy said when they are here for a use variance under NJSA 40:55-70D, 

and Appeal is 4055:70-68.  Mr. Reilly said that it is under 40:55D-70B & 72 

Appeal of the Zoning Officer Decision.  

 

Mr. Kennedy said that he would take the position that the board can impose 

conditions and if the conditions are not acceptable, you wouldn’t vote.  If the 

board feels that they need to affirm Mr. Cranmer’s decision or if you need to 

reverse Mr. Cranmer’s decision if you feel that this use is not an expansion, you 

have to give the reasons why. 

 

Mr. Schwartz asked, how would enforcement work on the number of vehicles 

being inspected and what part of the Code would the applicant be violating?  Mr. 

Bottino explained that the State comes in once a month to check all of his 

paperwork, and seals all his paperwork.  Mr. Reilly suggested a condition that 

limits this use as ancillary use on vehicles that are being repaired, so it doesn’t 

turn into an inspection facility, with cars lined up waiting to go for inspection, 

which would be a violation on the resolution & conditions. 

 

Mr. Reilly suggested the conditions be placed on the interpretation  

listing the limitations of what they can do, and if more is being done it will not be 

an ancillary use to a repair business it would be a whole new use, and 

enforcement can be done.  He doesn’t see any difference between limitations on 

this interpretation or a use variance, summons can be issued on these two, and 

they will sign off that if the applicant violates the conditions, upon notice, he will 

have to come back before the board and he could have the approval revoked.  He 

stated that any future owners would take it subject to the same limitations. 

 

Mr. Schwartz has concerns with the mechanism that would be used if there was 

an issue down the road how would we deal with it.  Mr. Reilly said it would be 

the same mechanism if they went through the use variance application.  A Planner 

would have to be brought in and testify to what has already been stated, that this 

is an accessory use to a repair business.    

 

Mr. Kennedy feels that if the board puts in condition and have the applicant sign 

it.   
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A motion was made by Mr. DeNofa, seconded by Mr. Murphy to reverse the 

Zoning Officer’s decision and to authorize the Zoning Officer to issue the Zoning 

Permits, based upon the limiting and non intense conditions and testimony that 

were presented.   

Roll Call: 

Affirmative: Canonico, Martinelly, Murphy, Daly, DeNofa, Schuster, Edwards 

Negative: Schwartz 

 

Resolution 4/6/2016…………… 

 

Both Mr. Kennedy & Mr. Cranmer feels that we should also get Mr. Rassaus to 

sign off on this resolution since Mr. Bottino is not the owner of the property. 

 

A motion was made by Ms. Canonico, seconded by Mr. Daly to go into Executive 

Session for the limited purpose re: update on Shadowbrook – Litigation and any 

other Litigation, and the minutes will be kept and made available to the public 

when the need for confidentiality no longer exists.   All approved. 

 

A motion was made by Mr. Murphy, seconded by Mr. DeNofa to close Executive 

Session at 9:17 pm. All approved. 

 

Mr. Kennedy announced that we are now back in public session, and the 

Shadowbrook Litigation was discussed, minutes were kept and will be made 

available when the need for confidentiality no longer exists.  All approved. 

 

 

A motion was made by Ms. Canonico, seconded by Mr. DeNofa to adjourn the 

meeting at 9:30 pm.  All approved.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


